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A father and daughter living in the remote Appalachian mountains must reckon with the ghosts
of their past in Kimi Cunningham Grant's These Silent Woods, a mesmerizing novel of
suspense.No electricity, no family, no connection to the outside world.For eight years, Cooper
and his young daughter, Finch, have lived in isolation in a remote cabin in the northern
Appalachian woods. And that's exactly the way Cooper wants it, because he's got a lot to hide.
Finch has been raised on the books filling the cabin’s shelves and the beautiful but brutal code
of life in the wilderness. But she’s starting to push back against the sheltered life Cooper has
created for her—and he’s still haunted by the painful truth of what it took to get them there.The
only people who know they exist are a mysterious local hermit named Scotland, and Cooper's
old friend, Jake, who visits each winter to bring them food and supplies. But this year, Jake
doesn't show up, setting off an irreversible chain of events that reveals just how precarious their
situation really is. Suddenly, the boundaries of their safe haven have blurred—and when a
stranger wanders into their woods, Finch’s growing obsession with her could put them all in
danger. After a shocking disappearance threatens to upend the only life Finch has ever known,
Cooper is forced to decide whether to keep hiding—or finally face the sins of his past.Vividly
atmospheric and masterfully tense, These Silent Woods is a poignant story of survival, sacrifice,
and how far a father will go when faced with losing it all.
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notify the publisher at: .For DadLike a bird that wanders from its nestIs a man who wanders from
his place.—PROVERBS 27:8I am larger, better than I thought,I did not know I held so much
goodness.—WALT WHITMANONESomething wrong, I can feel it: a sting pricking the skin and
stitching inward.A dream, maybe. Memory. Both have brought me their share of grief. I force
open my eyes, the slightest tinge of gray seeping through the curtains. Not yet day. But light
enough that I can make out the silhouette of her curled on the little bed beside mine, blanket
tucked to her chin and wrapped tight around her small legs. Finch, sleeping. Safe.Sleep pulls, a
mighty and sinewy force.But— Outside the cabin, movement. Something scuffling past the
window. A struggle. Thump, death cry, distress.Up now, Cooper. Get up.I kick the covers off, sit
up. Grab the headlamp, strap it to my forehead. I slide the Ruger, already loaded, from under the
pillow next to mine.Finch rolls over and sits up. She rubs her eyes. “What is it?”“Stay here.”I slip
out of the bedroom. In the main room, I grab the shovel that’s always resting against the door, its
metal handle propped beneath the doorknob. Slide the top lock, unhook the bottom one, the
wooden door tight and moaning as I yank it.Outside, still dark, the sun not up but coming, the
woods gray and the trees, looming in shapes: dark sentinels, soldiers. All these years and still
everything always comes back to that. War.I flash the light around the yard, looking. Most likely
just an animal, I know that, but last week we woke up and one was gone, a fat Neptune hen that
strutted around like she owned the place. Poof, gone. No scat, no prints, nothing. Just a small
hole dug under the fence. Well. Fox, coyote, raccoon, fisher: despite my good efforts to
safeguard the place, the girls are an easy meal for any of them, and depending on how much
time has passed, how long it took me to wake, the whole flock could be wiped out, all four of
them, and then we’re in real trouble because we’ve lost our one and only guaranteed source of
protein. Which is not a spot we can afford to be in, once January comes and the snow
hits.Something in the coop, I can hear him thrashing. A low growl. I pound on the metal roof the
way I do to get the hens out when they’re on the eggs and don’t want to move. The sound
thunders down and the whole structure shudders like the roof’s about to cave in. The thing
scuttles out just like the hens always do, wobbles quick down the little ramp and into the grass. I
shine the headlamp and see the eyes glowing, a menacing yellow-green in the dark. Raccoon. A
bird in his mouth, limp. Smart little devils, that’s what Aunt Lincoln always said. And mean. He
snarls and shows his teeth and lunges toward me as if to say, Go ahead.Which I do. I open the
gate and take the shovel and knock him good over the head and then again, smack smack
smack, until he lies still and even though I’m sure every ounce of fight in him is gone, I keep on
hitting him. I know there’s a meanness in that, striking him all those times, but sometimes a thing



inside of me flashes, dark and despicable: it’s there, it’s part of me, and on occasion it lurches
forth and can’t be held back. The hen twitches, the raccoon’s jaws still tight around her neck. I
use the shovel to pull her free and somehow she is still alive so I hit her too, once, on her tiny
head, hard enough to knock that little brain of hers right loose and crush the skull. I kneel down
and shine the light on her. Finch won’t be happy about losing one of our girls. Neither am I, but
Finch—she’ll take it personally.“Cooper?”I startle: her voice in the darkness.“Told you to stay in
the house, sugar.”She has always had a way of moving undetected. Which is what I’ve taught
her. How we live. Most kids, they lumber through the woods, kick up the leaves, chatter and
scare everything off but the thrushes. Not Finch. Mostly this is a good thing, with us needing to
hunt for food and live in quiet, but sometimes she does it and catches me off guard, like now, out
in the yard and the dark, and me thinking I was alone, no audience to observe the dirty work of
doling out death.She stands beside me, her palm on my back. She puts her hand on my jaw and
moves my head to shine the light on the chicken. “It’s Susanna,” she says.I pull her onto my
lap.“You hit her.” She shivers, nothing but her pajamas on and it’s December and cold, the yard
glistening with frost. She tucks her bare feet onto my knees.“She was suffering.” We have gone
over the ethics of the woods. We live it every day and have since she was a baby. You do not kill
something just to kill. But also: you relieve suffering when you can. “She would’ve just lay there
and died slowly, so what I did, hitting her, that sped it up is all. Helped her along.”Finch pulls
away, kneels down and strokes Susanna’s black and white feathers. She’s a Barred Rock, a
pretty thing as far as chickens go. Me, I’m doing calculations and hoping she was one of the
hens that was three years old and didn’t lay every day. We like our eggs. Need them. Come
winter, with less sunlight and the hens’ productivity tapering off, we already won’t get
enough.Behind Finch, the woods burn purple red and then the sun pushes up out of the horizon.
All the saplings and pines, the sun stretching its arms and everything bright and bathed in light
and throwing new shadows, the world coming alive. I squeeze Finch’s hand.“I don’t want to eat
her,” she says, wiping her face with the sleeve of her top.“Mmm.” Deep down I’m pondering a
chicken dinner in the Dutch oven, rarest of delicacies. Potatoes, carrots from the root cellar. Oh,
the thought of it.“It wouldn’t be right,” Finch says.“No?”“Cooper.”“If you say so.”“And can we bury
her?”“Sure. Behind the cabin. After breakfast.”She hops up and we stand looking over the two
dead animals. “But not the raccoon,” Finch says. “I don’t want to bury him. He took what wasn’t
his. He stole.”I want to tell her he was just hungry, but I don’t. Sometimes a person knows
something, but they just don’t want to hear it; I get it. I scoop the raccoon onto the shovel. Fat,
heavy thing, but funny looking now, with his flat head. “I’ll take him down over the hill. You want to
come?”She shakes her head. I look around, scanning everything. The red hand pump for the
well. The clothesline with my blue flannel shirt and two of Finch’s, one yellow and one pink. The
stack of wood on the porch. The dwarf apple trees, no longer heavy with fruit. Everything
normal.“Put the skillet on to heat, would you?”She nods and bounds off for the cabin.I check the
outhouse before I leave the yard because it has always been a place that makes me nervous—
far from the house, someone hiding in there maybe—and the thing is, two days ago Finch and



me were out scouting and saw footprints by one of our hunting blinds. Too big to be Finch’s and
too small to be mine. Which means someone else has been around, on our land. Well, not ours,
technically. But ours in the sense that this parcel of ground is the place we call home. No other
sign that we could find, plus they were a good ways off from the cabin, but still. Footprints.Finch
is eight now. Eight years and 316 days. Which makes her 3,234 days old because there were
two leap years in there. I wonder sometimes whether parents keep track of their children’s days,
and I bet they don’t. At least not the way I do, a line for each day in my notebook. I remember
before I was a parent, overhearing fathers talk at the grocery store or a restaurant, and
someone, maybe the waitress or something, would ask the kid how old they were. And usually
the kid would answer, if they were old enough. But more than once, I saw the father answer
wrong, a year behind or something, like there was a birthday party in there that he’d missed, and
the kid or sometimes the mother would correct him. Not me. I’ve kept track of the days and I am
grateful for each one because if there is one thing I have learned in this life, it’s that it can all end,
fast. I know, too, that it will. End, I mean. One way or another—Finch and me and the chickens in
this quiet pocket of woods—our life out here will not go on forever. It’s a thing I don’t like to think
about.I walk two hundred yards into the woods, to where the ground dips down and the trees
quit and the land opens up a bit. I give the raccoon a pitch and he lands next to an autumn olive
with a thud and the leaves above shudder and shake free, showering down white like a blessing.
Scavengers will find him there soon. Vultures, crows. Maybe coyotes, maybe a bear. We have
them all and sometimes the coyotes sing at night.On the way back to the house I kneel and grab
a handful of white clover. Brush the frost off with my thumb. We’ll throw it in with the eggs this
morning. Good nutrition and Finch likes it.In the yard the hens are still all riled up from the
raccoon, squawking and rustling about their enclosure. They are sensitive creatures, feathers
ruffled easily, if you know what I mean. I talk to them soft and low. “Girls, it’ll be all right. Cooper’s
got your back. I came out as soon as I heard the noise. I took care of that mean old critter and he
won’t be back. Now settle.”We will probably get no eggs today on account of them being
stressed, but we have three from the day before, in the red bowl on the counter.Inside, Finch has
the cast-iron skillet on the cookstove, heating up. She sits on the couch reading a book.“You all
right?”She looks up and there—flash, memory, a seething wound. Cindy, Finch’s mother. Like
seeing a ghost and I love it and hate it at the same time. Her blond hair and her green eyes,
those are Cindy’s, no doubt. That in and of itself has always seemed to be some sort of revolt
against the probabilities of genetics: my dark hair and brown eyes should’ve won out. But it’s
also the way she looks at me, the way she walks, toes pointed out, the way she winds her hair
around her pointer finger. All of it, Cindy’s. Her expressions, most of all. How Finch could have
and be those things when the two of them only knew each other for four months.“I’m a little mad
at you,” Finch says. “For what you did in the yard.” She looks away.I pour a teaspoon of canola oil
into the skillet. Measure it because we are always rationing, always keeping track. Tomorrow,
December 14th, Jake—my buddy from the Army, he owns the place—should be here with
supplies. His annual trip and frankly, the highlight of our whole year. But every year at this time,



I’m sweating a bit. Thinking about what it would mean for us if he doesn’t show up. We’d need to
expand our hunting, maybe dig out the traps in the loft of the cabin. Most troubling of all, we’d
need to go out and get supplies.It could happen, him not coming, and I know that; it’s always
lurking at the edge of my mind, me and Finch at the start of winter without ample food. The snow
piling up, the roads unpassable. I pluck an egg from the red bowl. “I’m sorry about Susanna.”“It’s
just that maybe we could’ve nursed her back to health. Maybe she would’ve been all right, if
she’d had some time. If you’d given her a chance.”“No, Finch. That raccoon had her by the neck,
and it was broke, I saw how it was bent.” I turn from the woodstove and look her in the eye.
“Maybe it would’ve taken a while, but she wasn’t gonna make it, sugar.”“Well,” she says quietly, “I
don’t see how that makes it right, what you did.”I crack two eggs and drop them into the skillet,
edges turning white, hissing, lifting. I sprinkle the white clover and add a dash of salt.
“Sometimes what’s right isn’t all that cut-and-dried, Finch. Hate to say it, but it’s true.”She
stretches her legs out onto the little green trunk we use as a coffee table and then snaps her
book closed. She walks the book over to the bookshelf in the corner and slides it into place—tidy
little creature, Finch is, with the books organized by genre—and then spins to look at me. She
saunters over, mouth twisting to the side. “But you always say there’s a right and wrong, and you
have to do what’s right,” she says, peering into the skillet. She looks up at me. Those penetrating
green eyes, wanting an answer.But. This house with two rooms and four blankets, an old table, a
bookcase. We have a kettle, a Dutch oven, a cast-iron skillet. A sink with a little window that
looks out over the long dirt road that leads here. Two shelves above the woodstove. A small and
insulated world for both of us, and there is a simplicity to it that makes it difficult to explain the
complexities of life. The unreliable and often shifting line between right and wrong. The truth is,
sometimes Finch probes for answers that I simply cannot give her, not because I don’t want to,
but because there is too much to explain. She has never known anything but this cabin, the
woods that hold it. It’s the life I chose for us. Well—it wasn’t so much a choice, I guess. It was the
only way.Let it suffice for me to say this: sometimes bad things happen and you’re unprepared
and you make choices that seem good to you at the time, and then you look back and wish there
were things you could undo, but you can’t, and that’s that.I flip the egg and the yolk sizzles.“Jake
will be here soon,” I say, hoping to divert her attention.She grins. “I know. Tomorrow.”I look at my
watch: a Seiko, doesn’t need a battery. Nicest thing I’ve ever owned, a graduation gift from Aunt
Lincoln. Thirty-three hours. Maybe thirty-two if he times it right and misses the traffic. We’ll hear
the engine, first: a low purr against the whisper of pines. We’ll see the truck emerge, the silver
hood gleaming in the sun, the branches that hang over the road, lifting like a drawn curtain. He’ll
pull into the yard, quiet the engine. He’ll climb from the truck, use his arm to lift the bad leg,
wince as he stands. He’ll lean against his cane and grin, that wide smile, his mouth the only part
of his face that made it through the blast unscathed.Finch will run to him. Throw her arms around
his waist and nearly knock him over and he’ll throw his head back and laugh and carry on about
how big she’s gotten since he last saw her.Finch and me will unpack the supplies, load after
load. Up the steps, across the porch, into the cabin. We’ll have venison stew, open the front of



the woodstove, listen to the fire crack and spit. Once Finch can’t stay awake any longer, we’ll
lean into the night and sit in the living room and Jake will ask about our year, and I’ll ask about
his health, and we’ll laugh and for a week everything will feel good, almost.Jake will be here and
we’ll be all right.“You got your gifts all ready?” I ask Finch, although I know she does. They’ve
been ready for weeks.“Yep. A bone knife, some pressed violets from last spring.” She nods
toward a pile on the countertop. “And,” she adds. “My cardinal.” Finch is quite the artist, and her
sketch of a cardinal perched on a branch is one of her best pieces yet.“Good,” I say. “What do
you say we bury Susanna after breakfast, then we’ll split some firewood and stack it out back?
Snow will be here before you know it. Less than a month, I bet.”Finch looks up, her eyes
brimming with excitement. “My sled.”I split the eggs down the middle and scoop half onto Finch’s
plate and half onto mine. “Your sled.”Last year, Jake brought one, but we had a light winter,
weeks and weeks of sleet and ice but not one good snow.I grab an apple from the bowl and pull
my pocketknife out and slice it down the middle. I set the plates on the table. “Breakfast.”Finch
climbs onto her chair. “I’m gonna make a cross for Susanna, to put at her grave.”“There’s some
twine in the chest.”“I’ll need my hatchet. And can I use your pocketknife?”“If you’re careful.”Finch
pushes the egg around her plate. “You think this one was hers?”Finch and her impossible
questions. Why does lichen grow on trees in this part of the woods but not in the other parts?
Why do chickens have round eyes? Do you think Emily Dickinson was lonely?We have four
chickens. Three, now. Twenty-five percent chance it was Susanna’s. “We can say it was hers if
you’d like.”Finch nods and scoops a bite of egg onto her fork. “Her last gift to us.”“Thank you,
Susanna,” I say.“Thank you, Susanna.”After breakfast we head out back with the same shovel
that ended poor Susanna’s life, blood still on the bottom of it. I try to wipe it off in the grass but it’s
already dry. We go about digging a small grave. I place Susanna in gently, with reverence for
Finch’s sake, then scoop the dirt over her body and pat it down. Finch recites a poem that she
has recently committed to memory. This is on account of the bookshelf in the main room of the
cabin being chock-full of books. Some are almost two inches thick and thus provide quite a bit of
reading. Hans Christian Andersen, Walt Whitman, Ovid. She has read them all. Jake’s father was
a literature professor, so I guess you could say what we read here at the cabin is rather
highbrow. Which for some reason strikes me as funny since that’s the last word anyone would
ever use to describe the life we live out here, let alone me. Finch reads and rereads and learns
and memorizes, and the truth is, she is now quite a wealth of information regarding American
Literature Before 1900, which is the book she waded into last spring. Two thousand five hundred
sixty-four pages and the print is so small it gives me a headache if I read for too long. Anyhow, I
suspect it’s not normal for most eight-year-olds to be reciting Emily Dickinson or Anne
Bradstreet or Walt Whitman, but that’s what Finch has been doing for half a year now.“‘Nothing
can happen more beautiful than death,’” Finch says. Whitman. Believe me, I love Whitman, but
this is unbearably morbid from the mouth of a little kid. “Susanna, you were brave and beautiful
and you gave us eggs.”“Amen.”“Say something, Cooper. Something besides amen.”Finch
doesn’t remember, but this is not the first time the two of us have stood graveside together, and



even though it’s a chicken this time, I can’t help thinking about it. About her. Cindy, who, if things
had turned out different, should’ve been my wife, who nearly was. I tilt my head to the sky, sun up
now, no clouds at all, nothing but blue and the white streak of one jet, inching across the
expanse. “Susanna, you were a good chicken, and I’m sorry you had to go like this, and I’m sorry
for hitting you with the shovel, but it was better than a long and painful death.” I glance at Finch,
who has her eyes pressed tight, and who wrinkles her nose at the last part, still doubting my
decision. “Amen.”“You could’ve done a poem,” Finch says, squinting in the bright light. She puts
her hand up to shield her eyes and look at me. “A poem would be a better way to say goodbye.”I
reach out and tousle her hair. “I’m gonna split wood now.”She holds her hand out. “Knife, please,”
she says, and I slide it out of my back pocket. “I’m gonna start on a cross.”TWOEight years out
here and aside from a few snoopers, the only real trouble we’ve had is Scotland. Our neighbor
downriver, so he says, though truth be told, my only confirmation is a line of smoke lifting from
the treetops on cold days. Shortly after we got here, he came drifting into the yard, quiet as a
ghost. Just appeared. It was August, and the leaves were thick on the trees so if I set Finch on
her blanket in just the right spot she could be in the shade, and then I’d move her when the sun
shifted west across the sky. She was a baby, then, just learning to sit on her own.“You’re not
Jake,” he said, and he was there, ten feet behind me. I’m telling you: I never saw him coming,
never heard a rustle of leaves, a stick breaking, nothing.Well. I decided right then and there I
couldn’t be Kenny Morrison anymore. Not sure how I had the presence of mind to realize this,
me not having seen another human being besides Finch for over a month and him showing up
and startling me so bad I could barely think, but I did. We were living in the tent because at that
point Jake still didn’t know we were here, and I felt funny about just moving into the cabin without
asking. The only books I had were Aunt Lincoln’s Bible and her The Book of North American
Birds and I guess that’s what made me think of birds. Birds on the mind. I went with Cooper after
the Cooper’s hawk. If you know anything at all about birds, you will recall that the Cooper’s hawk
is a stealthy creature: sometimes it will fly low to the ground and then soar up and over an
obstruction to surprise its prey. Anyhow, that’s who I’ve been ever since, to Finch, too. She’s
never called me anything else.“This is private property,” I said.“Yeah, but it’s not your private
property, is it?”The way he said it, cool and sharp. Just looked at me. And when he looked, it was
like he could see beyond the outside and into the inside, like he knew about the things that were
there that I wished were gone.“Who the hell are you?”He spat to the side and tobacco clung to
his chin. He wiped his face with his dirty sleeve and said, “Don’t appreciate the foul language or
the tone. Uncalled for. I’m Scotland, your neighbor. I live that way.” He nodded his head in the
direction of a cliff south of here, where the river began to bend. When he turned I could see he
had an AK-47 strapped across his back. An AK-47!“You hunting?” I asked him, nodding to the
weapon. I figured, I’ll play dumb, like I don’t recognize what kind of weapon it is, make him think
I’m just a stupid camper out here in the woods. But what I was really thinking is, what does he
need an automatic weapon for? And why is he here? And what would I do if things turned ugly
and the answer, I realized, was anything. I had no limitations, no lines I wouldn’t cross because



hadn’t I already crossed all the lines I could think of? Thing is, once you’ve crossed, once you’ve
done almost everything you ever said you wouldn’t do, you also lose your sense of assurance
that you won’t do those things again.He laughed at my question, a growly, throaty laugh, like he
was thinking I’m an idiot, and that’s exactly what I wanted. “Yeah,” he said, his teeth ugly and
gray. “Hunting. Bunnies.”I told him I was Cooper and then I pointed to Grace Elizabeth and said,
“That’s Finch.” When I said the word, “Finch,” she looked at me, like it really was her name, like
she recognized it and it was right. And even though Cindy was the one who’d named her, who’d
leafed through a fat book with ten thousand names looking for the right one, I felt Finch was a
suitable replacement, given the circumstances.He gave a little nod. “Cooper’s all right, but I think
I like American Prodigal.”“What’s that?” I asked.“You heard me, neighbor.” He began to
laugh.There was something about him. Something shifty and scrappy and what? The word that
came to mind was “otherworldly,” something not quite real. Well, the possibility that he wasn’t
real did cross my mind, because though it hadn’t happened since right after I came back from
overseas, it had happened, me seeing people who weren’t really there. But otherworldly wasn’t
quite right. Strange. Unnerving.A crow descended from a nearby pine. Small thing, not full-
grown, with a red piece of yarn tied to its leg. Hovered near my face, like a gnat or a mosquito.
Fluttering its wings, trying to provoke me. I swatted it and Scotland clucked and the thing flew to
his shoulder. He pulled a crumb of bread from his shirt pocket and the crow plucked it from his
hand, no lie. “This is Crow,” he said. “That’s his way of letting you know he doesn’t like you.”He
slid the AK over his head and placed it on the ground. He wasn’t that tall, not as tall as me, and
he was skinny, but he looked fast and wiry and strong, the veins in his arms thick and
pronounced. He was older than me, maybe twenty years, maybe ten. Hard to say because he
had the look of someone who lived hard and it showed. On his right arm he had a large tattoo of
a girl with blond hair, the details of her face rendered in great detail: eyes, nose, mouth,
everything in color. Another face on the other arm, a woman, and then a USMC tattoo farther
down, on his forearm. He was military, too.He kneeled down next to Finch on the blanket and
reached out his dirty hand and took his pointer finger and ran it under her chin. “Pretty little
thing,” he said, and then he turned to me. “‘Children are a heritage from the Lord.’ Psalm 127:3.
Especially girls.” He paused and lifted his head to the trees and a breeze swept in, and the
leaves, heavy and green, shivered overhead. “The Bible doesn’t have that part about girls. I
added that myself.”I’ll be honest here. I thought about killing him right on the spot. I could keep
the AK and we would never see Scotland again. I was vicious with grief then, a rabid beast, with
Cindy just gone and Finch and me hunkered down in our little tent and here was someone that
didn’t belong in the picture, who stood to threaten the tenuous ground on which we stood, and it
just about sent me over the edge.Settle, Kenny. Cooper. Settle.I told myself if this were at the
grocery store, at a coffee shop, if me and Finch were just a father and daughter out for a morning
stroll, and a stranger came up and said she was pretty, there would be nothing abnormal about
it. Finch was beautiful and people commented on beautiful babies. It meant nothing. Quit
assuming the worst in people. Quit being so paranoid. I could almost hear Cindy saying



it.Scotland stood and sauntered over to the porch and looked at the wood stacked against the
front. I’d been working at it, here and there, chopping firewood. “This isn’t near enough,” he
said.“What do you mean?”“You’re planning to be here awhile,” he said: a fact, not a question.
“You’re gonna need a whole lot more than what you’ve got.”“Needed a change of
scenery.”Scotland made a noise that was somewhere between a laugh and a grunt, and I
interpreted this to mean he didn’t buy it. He shielded his eyes and looked at the rooftop, the
chimney, assessing every detail. He wandered over to the small orchard and inspected the
branches, leaning close and looking at the tiny balls that didn’t quite look like apples just yet.
“You been here six weeks already.”He’d been watching us. Keeping track. I thought again of the
Ruger. Disturbed by the fact that the idea of killing him swam to me so easily, that it felt like a
natural solution. This is what has happened to you, I thought to myself. This is who you are now.
There was a time when you would cringe at Aunt Lincoln skinning a deer. Blood, muscle, fascia,
bone: you couldn’t stand the sight of it. You would position yourself to the side and turn your
head. Not anymore.My mind flickered to Cindy then and I saw her laughing in the dusk, hair in
her teeth. When I came home from Kabul, there were times, moments like sun on water that
glimmered and burned and I thought, with Cindy, I could be the man I was before. It would take
time, but I could get there, with her love, with a certain pace of life, with grace. I could go back to
being a person who had to turn their head from death, who would look away.Scotland bent over
his backpack and opened the flap.I put my hand on the Ruger.He reached in and what was he
grabbing—I pulled the gun and pointed it because we had not come this far to be gunned down
by a lunatic in the woods.Crow lifted from Scotland’s shoulder and squawked, flapping his
wings.“Here,” Scotland said, turning to me. He didn’t even look at the gun, just right at me, right
in my eyes, gaze steady. Not troubled by the gun pointing at him, not afraid, not even surprised.
He wasn’t smiling but there was a glint in his eye that suggested maybe he was amused. “Here,”
he said again, his hand outstretched.It was a flare.“You ever get in a pinch, set it off. I’ll see it. I
got a spotting scope,” Scotland said.Which explained how he knew how long we’d been at the
cabin. I held the gun on him. Frozen. On the blanket, Finch toppled to the side and began to
cry.Scotland bent and placed the flare on Finch’s blanket. He scooped her up and bobbed her
up and down gently. She looked at me, her chubby face red. “Put the gun away, Cooper,”
Scotland said. “It’s not neighborly. And I think your daughter wants you.”I held his eyes and he
held mine and didn’t blink but there was a scar that traveled over his eyebrow, a thin white line
on his tan, leathery skin, and it twitched. Still, he didn’t look away. I slid the Ruger back into my
pocket. Finch reached for me and I took her and held her close.“Listen, I understand the gun,”
Scotland said. “After what you done, I imagine you’re feeling a little skittish.”I turned to look at
him, tried to catch his eyes again, read. He knows.He was looking at the woods.“But here’s the
thing, neighbor. If I wanted rid of you, I could’ve done it by now. I could’ve done it the day you got
here, June 29th. But that’s not what I want. I’d prefer not to have any neighbors at all, but you’re
here and you’ve got your reasons, which is why I’m gonna give you the benefit of the doubt for
now and call you Cooper. But if that’s our arrangement, I want us to be good neighbors. You



understand.” He spat to the side.Finch turned to look at Scotland and reached out her fat hand in
his direction. Once more he extended his arm and grazed his knuckle under her chin. Up close, I
saw it wasn’t just dirt that stained his hands. Also blood. Red streaks that laced up past his
wrists. Scotland reached again into his backpack. He pulled out a small stack of newspapers.
“Some reading material for you,” he said, looking at me. He turned and tugged a dead rabbit
from a second compartment and pitched it to the ground, then slid his pack onto his shoulders.
He clucked for Crow, who darted off ahead of him, then tipped his head, told us he’d be seeing
us, and walked off and dipped down out of sight. Finch watched him the whole time.That night,
for the first time in six weeks I ate something besides canned beans and diced peaches. I never
thought I’d say this, but no lie, that rabbit from Scotland was the best thing I ever ate. I skinned it
and roasted it over an open fire at dusk and Finch just sat on my lap, flapping her arms and
kicking her legs, watching the flames lick up and up. Gristle and fat, everything, I pulled every
morsel off the bones and gave tiny pieces to Finch, too, her first meat unless you count whatever
ground-up garbage was in those jars of baby food.It was that night that I realized I was going
about this all wrong, day to day, waiting for something, and what was I waiting for? A team of
snipers descending on the cabin to take us, a fleet of police vehicles trundling up the dirt road.
The end, that’s what I’d been waiting for, but that was no way to live, and meanwhile, we were
unprepared for the here and now. Our supplies were running low and we would never make it
unless I started hunting. Plus I decided I needed to figure out a way to call Jake.That night I read
The Book of North American Birds to Finch, like I’d done each night since our arrival, and she fell
asleep. By then it had gotten dark, but I was looking forward to reading the newspapers Scotland
had brought. The next morning, maybe, with coffee. An action that felt almost normal. I sat at the
fire and watched the silhouettes of jack pines swaying in the wind, the bats that rose and
plunged, bodies flitting in the dark. I listened to Finch breathing, that fast breathing of babies that
has a different sort of rhythm than adults’, and for the first time since Cindy died, I felt something
that was not quite peace but almost. A sense that maybe there could be something beyond the
knuckle and claw of the present moment. That maybe there could be an us out here, Finch and
me.I told myself this could be a good thing to have someone close enough that if something ever
went really wrong, I could get help, because how many dozens of things could happen out here?
I could hurt myself. Finch could get hurt. Or sick. And what would I do? What was my exit
strategy? I didn’t have one and now maybe I did, in Scotland.But that night I dreamed of Cindy: a
happy, sweet dream where she was holding Finch in a baby carrier, strapped to her chest, and I
said, Let me take a picture. That part of the dream was a memory—it really happened, on the
first warm day after Finch was born. Next, though, Cindy turned and took a few steps away but
when I said, Okay, that’s good, she didn’t turn around, just kept walking and then there was
Scotland, waiting for them, and Cindy wouldn’t look at me and for some reason I couldn’t move
to get her and the three of them walked off and left me, only Scotland turned back and grinned
and waved and his hand was covered in blood.THREEDecember 14th arrives. Finch rises early,
climbing into my bed before I’m awake, so that the first thing I see when I open my eyes is her



face, three inches from mine.“Oh, good,” she says, grinning. “You’re awake.” She presses her
palms into my cheeks, scrunching my face. “Chubby cheeks. Chubby, chubby, chubby.” She
laughs, then rolls off the bed and begins hopping around the room like a rabbit, hands curled by
her chest.“What time is it?” I can tell by the darkness in the room that it’s early. Maybe the middle
of the night, even.“Don’t know. Jake’s coming today. It’s the fourteenth. You didn’t forget, did you?
Don’t tell me you forgot.”“I didn’t forget.” I sit up slowly. “Finch, I think it might still be nighttime.”“I
can’t sleep. I just can’t. I’ve been lying there awake, all night.”I know this isn’t true: she was
breathing heavily, deep in sleep, when I came to bed, but I don’t correct her. “You know he
doesn’t get here till late afternoon,” I say. He leaves at first light, but even with an early start, he
drives all day to get here. Takes it out of him, that drive: I can tell. But he’s always smiling ear to
ear when he pulls in.“You think you could go out in the main room and read for a while?” I ask
Finch.She shakes her head. “No.”It’s a rare thing for Finch to say no to a book.“All right. How
about you make us some breakfast?”“I’m not hungry,” she says, “but sure.” She bounces out of
the room, hands still bent at her chest.I lie in bed, listening to her. Hear her cranking the knobs
on the stove, all the way left, waiting, then opening the draft and then finally adding wood from
the stack in the little box. She pulls a chair from the table and climbs up to get the skillet, places
it on top of the woodstove. Pours water into the kettle and sets it on to heat as well.I doze off for a
while, I realize, because all of a sudden she is back, holding a cup of coffee out for me to take. I
sit up in bed, prop the pillows at my back. “Thanks, sugar. Breakfast in bed. I could get used to
this.”She shrugs, hops out of the room again, and returns a minute later with a plate with an egg
and an apple sliced down the middle. She climbs up beside me with her own plate, but she
barely eats breakfast, saying her stomach is doing somersaults and there’s no space for food.
By the time we’re finished, it’s just getting light. She reads for a while, sets up a target with an old
can and takes her slingshot out to practice, fusses over her cardinal drawing for Jake, writes him
a note.I try to keep her busy. We get three apples from the root cellar and cook them in the Dutch
oven with the last of the cinnamon. We chop some firewood, take a walk south of here and try to
rustle up a grouse. The hours slog past with a painful slowness, with Finch’s demeanor shifting
from excitement early in the day, to bursting elation, to a heartbreaking sense of disappointment.
She wanders out of the yard, peering around the bend, leaning.As dark folds in, she stands at
the window, watching. “Where is he?” she asks, nose pressed to the glass.
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BC, “VERY POIGNANT. This is now added to one of my most FAVORITE books - and authors!
what a find. Saw it summarized in one of my subscription magazines, looked it up on my Kindle,
Sampled it, could not hit the BUY button fast enough. This is an extremely poignant story about
a man who faces a heart wrenching challenge, does what he has to do to get his infant daughter
back and move on into seclusion in a remote part of the country. You totally understand why he
does what he does, you actually learn details along the way tho, not right away. I liked that, that
the author provides the reader with background at appropriate times in the novel. You will love
every character in this book - Cooper, his daughter Finch, Marie, Scotland - oh yes,
Scotland.And Cooper's descriptions of the love of his life: Finch's mother (Cindy) are beautiful.
i.e. "The thing about Cindy was when you were with her, there was no one else, just you. That's
how you felt, like the whole world and everyone in it just slipped out of sight."The interactions
between Cooper & Finch are exquisite. The author's writing blows me away - her descriptions of
interactions/nature. She makes you FEEL what she is describing. Like "That's what Scotland
does each time, just shows up, appears out of nowhere, like a ghost, like fog." 11 year old finch
is wise beyond her years, her 'understanding' of things/people is unbelievable.The back
references by Cooper to his time spent in wars, his relationship with his best friend Jake, all just
gut you.You will love the kitten Scotland gives to Finch.....which she names Walt Whitman (Finch
is a voracious reader).The ending will truly blow you away....gut you....knock your socks
off.....make you fall asleep thinking of it all....I could spend a lot of time/space here raving about
the writing of this fabulous novel, about the tenderness.....quoting MANY passages I
highlighted...but have to just trust that you will take my word for it that this is NOT a novel to be
missed. I've already downloaded one of her other novels to gobble up. It won't be nearly long
enough, just like this one wasn't.....but it's 'enough' to have entered my soul and will always
remain there. Thank you Kimi!”

5171MilesBookBlog (Ashley), “A New Favorite!. An instant favorite - this was beautiful. I wish the
story didn’t have to end. I love a great wilderness/"off-the-grid" story and this one delivered. I'm
thankful for my friend, Kacy's recommendation, as she knows my reading tastes so well and was
able to add a new favorite to my shelf! I want to give this book a hug!These Silent Woods did a
great job of showing how morally ambiguous parents can become for the sake of their children.
Cooper went to lengths he never conceived possible for the sake of Finch, and I loved him for it.
While this story started a little slow, it was worth it for the incremental ratchets to the pace and
tension as the chapters went by. There's a sense of foreboding you feel as a reader, but still, one
hopes it won't come to fruition.I appreciated how realistically the characters were portrayed. I
kept expecting perfection, as most other books tend to accomplish by the end with their fictional
characters, but that never came in this book. It was actually quite refreshing. Bad decisions were
made, wrong impressions, tension, and turmoil, but there was also love and happiness, just like



in real life.I don't want to give too much away because this was a truly captivating and evocative
novel. I could have read 100-200 more pages in this world and been completely content.”

Frank Phillips, “Like an old favorite!. These Silent Woods is a phenomenal story of a father and
daughter, living off the grid in the Appalachians, that I will not soon forget! It's one of those
stories written so exceptionally well that it felt like one of those beloved classics we are forced to
read while in school.The story revolves around Cooper, who is a veteran with PTSD, and his
eight-year-old daughter Finch, who have lived in his friend’s cabin since Finch was a toddler.
They live a life of simplicity and isolation, which is exactly how Cooper wants it. You see, Cooper
did something eight years earlier that forced him into hiding. Nobody knows where he and Finch
are, except Jake, a fellow veteran and owner of the cabin, and his neighbor, a local hermit
named Scotland.Jake makes the 9-hour journey to the cabin annually, providing them with
enough supplies to last the year, until this year when he doesn’t show. Knowing exactly what
this means, Cooper is forced to make the journey for supplies on his own, risking exposure. To
add further complication, a local wildlife photographer wanders into their woods and then
inexplicably disappears, leading to multiple search parties in the cabin’s immediate area. As the
investigation to the disappearance intensifies, and the tension escalates, leading Cooper to
make a life-altering decision. A heartbreaking, sacrificial decision he’s been dreading for eight
long years. What is it that Cooper is hiding???!!Talk about a richly atmospheric, compulsively
readable, suspenseful mystery!! I could not put this book down the final 100 pages! It’s one of
those books you know will leave you gutted, and you dread finishing because of it, yet must keep
reading because you just must know how it all unfolds – I LOVED it!! By the end of this novel, I
realized I had fallen in love with all the wonderfully fleshed-out characters, even Scotland! To
give others some idea, if I had to compare this to a recent novel, I would say it reads like a
favorite of mine, Where the Crawdads Sing. This will undoubtedly and undeniably go down as
one of my top five best reads of the year, hands-down!! This probably goes without saying, but
I’m a new fan of Kimi Cunningham Grant’s – it’s insane this was her debut! I’m on pins and
needles in anticipation of her next release!!”

read-along-with-sue, “Protecting your daughter. Hang on, I have tears in my eyes and I need a
tissue!This was an ace book!Gabbyreads in You Tube it’s her book club book for this month and
I’ve just flown through it. Sometimes it’s good to have insomnia!Protecting your daughter by her
father has all the feels!Absolutely adored it.”

Nonya, “Loved it!. “These Silent Woods” exceeded all of my expectations and gone above and
beyond.So well written, I could picture every detail and just loved the cabin deep in the woods.
This Novel is highly addicting, it completely captivated me and I couldn't stop reading! I fell in
love with Coop and Finch right away, such complex characters, I cared about both of them.All in
all, I loved this book from beginning to end! These Silent Woods is honesty one of the best and



touching books I have ever read. I was truly moved by this story.5/5 ”

Lorrisa, “Excellent book!. I highly recommend this book. The author does an amazing job of
keeping the story going and it is a great story.  Extremely well written.”

The book by Kimi Cunningham Grant has a rating of 5 out of 4.5. 1,689 people have provided
feedback.
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